
 

We will be more than happy to assist and arrange the procedure for you. We work with a 
professional dental surgery in Kusadasi and have the latest up-to-date techniques and the materials 
we use are all branded which are of the best quality. 

The choice is basically down to what you are looking for from your veneers and of course what 
method would be suitable for you.  

We offer zirconia or porcelain crown veneers are priced at €150 each or €3000 for a set of 20.  

We also offer   the most superior materials on the market today.  VITA ZIRCONIA is a super 
translucent zirconium material for precise, efficient and true to shade reconstructions and are priced 
at €150 each.   

Emax and KATANA ZIRCONIA are the highest quality materials available today making your teeth 
restoration look natural and unnoticeable for a perfect result. The high translucency levels of these 
offer a superior finish. Emax and KATANA are both priced at €250 each. 

CELTRA DUO GLASS ceramic laminate veneers are a zirconia-reinforced lithium silicate 
microstructure. Which give excellent light optical properties with fluorescence and a chameleon 
effect which, in some part of the colour, is picked up from adjacent teeth making it virtually 
undetectable where the restoration ends and the natural tooth begins and are priced at €250 each. 

IPS Emax GLASS ceramic laminate veneers are lithium based, strong, highly translucent and also 
highly aesthetic, offering accuracy of fit, shape and function. The veneers dimensions are very thin 
so the translucent effect is similar to natural enamel.  With this there is also the ability to block out 
dark underlying colours or be purposely designed to allow favourable underlying colours to show 
through. Prices are €250 each. 

LUMINEERS are veneers which can be applied seamlessly over your existing teeth to create a 
beautiful natural looking smile. Lumineers are placed with painless and minimally invasive 
techniques that typically require no shots or aggressive drilling. This technique is perfect for stained, 
crooked, misaligned, misshapen teeth and are priced at €270 each. 

In most cases our dental procedures only require you to be in Turkey for a total of 5 days. We also 
offer implants that start from 650 euro per tooth and these require to be done in 2 sessions around 
3 months apart. In many cases a bridge can be done to replace a missing tooth and an implant is 
therefore not always necessary. 

The dentist requires photographs to evaluate what you need and how many. Once you send these 
pictures we can work out a final price. You may need less than 20 or maybe more.  

Kusadasi Dental Surgery price for a full set of 20 includes pick up and drop off at the airport. You 
need to arrange your flight only and hotel. We can assist in finding hotels depending on your criteria 
and hotels start from about 13 euros per night for a basis B&B or 3* hotel generally cost €40/£38 per 
night for 2 people B&B. In some instances, it is cheaper to book a package holiday which includes 
flights and hotel.  

Please send your photos full smile, mouth wide open showing top and bottom teeth so we can 
advise further. The choice between the different techniques and materials is basically down to the 
patient’s preference. None of our products stain from cigarettes, coffee etc.  

Let me know should you require further information or wish to proceed with your booking. I look 
forward to hearing from you. 

Kind Regards 


